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ARE THERE EXOGENOUS VARIABLES IN SHORT-RUN
PRODUCTION RELATIONS?*

BY CHRIsToPhER A. Siis

Near!v all precious tinu' series stiulies ojdema:id fir labor and tritest ment hare treau'd the ossiunption
that right-hand side variables (usually output and a price ruriable)are exogenous as a maintained hypothesis.
This paper tests that hypothesis. The hypothesis is accepted for output in an inieslnie,it demand eqricetion.
but rejected for price variables in both invest,nent and jahor demand equations. In the labor equation. a
formulation which treats labor as exogenous. determining output. appears more in accord with the data
than the ttsuaiforrnulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Econometricians understand very well that, in a regression equation, the "right-
hand-side" variables should be exogenous if the regression estimates are to be
treated as reflecting a causal relation. What seems to have been understood only
quite recently is that, in time series, the assumption that the right-hand-side
variables are exogenous can be tested directly.

Consider an equation in which v1 is dependent variable, X, is the vector of
independent variables, and u, is the residual. Ordinary least squares can be given a
justification if we assume only that X, is predeterminedi.e., that u1 and X1 are
uncorrelated. But almost any of the slightly more sophisticated techniques in
common use (all those which reduce to o employ generalized least squares, for
example) require the stronger assumption that X, is exogenousi.e., that X, and a5
are uncorrelated for all I and s. When the correlation r(l, s) between X and u can
take any value, no particular set of values for the r(t, s) vectors is testable on the
basis of a sample of(y, X,) values. But in time series it is often natural to assume that
r(t, s) depends only on t - .s. Within this class of alternatives, the null hypothesis
that all values of r(I, s) are zero can easily be tested by adding lagged or leading
values of X to the right-hand side of the regression equation. If X1 is exogenous,
the lagged or leading X values should have zero coefficients, and that null hypo-
thesis we know how to test.2

* Research for this paper was done entirely during the authors 1970-1971 tenure as a Research
Fellow at the National Bureau of Economic Research. Special thanks are due to John Hause and M. I.
Nadiri. who commented on an earlier version. Computational work was carried out by Josephine Su.
H. I. Forman drew the charts. The author is Associate Professor of Economics, University of
Minnesota.

This [ollows. e.g., if X, and y are jointly covariance-stattonary.
2 To be specific, one performs the test itt a single-equation least-squares regression by estimating

equations with and without leading values of the independent variable, then comparing the residual
sums of squares rising the usual F-test. The fact that this paper uses frequeucy.domam estimation
methods should not be allowed to obscure the fact that the test it applies can easily be carried out with
standard estimation techniques and packaged computer programs. One must, of course. elimtnate
serial correlation in residuals when applying the tests using ordinary least squares. My previous paper
(1971) illustrates the use of the test with time-domain estimates.
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In most practical applications the occurrence of significant COeIljci5
lagged X would tend to he read as evidence not of fundamental

misspecific.1t101.1of what is exogenous. hut rather as evidence that a more general pattern ofdistributed lag should be allowed in the model. That many dynamic causalmechanisms take time to act, implying distributed lags, is now a comrnonpkinotion in econometrics and it is usually easy to give theoretical explana>r for awide range of possible patterns for lag distributions in a particular model Thepresence of significant coefficients on future would in most models he harder toexplain, however, without admitting new and troublesome elements into themodel. Thus we might think that the occurrence of significant coefficients onfuture X indicated that economic agents had information about lut tire values oftheindependent variable; then we would have to admit that the future values them-selves must be error-ridden proxies for the forecasts on which decisions wereactually based.
In an earlier paper (1971), 1 have shown the connection between exogeneit3;Granger's (1969) definition of causal priority, arid a certain form of the moving

average representation ofa vector stochastic process. In that same paper I appliedthe test for exogeneity to single-equation relations between money aggregatesand GNP. At roughly the same time, Sargent (1971) recognized the importince ofa test for "one-sidedness" in a distributed lag model, and applied such a test todata on inflation and interest rates. There is at least one example outside econo-metrics (Akaike (1967)) ol the application of this kind of test. Not coincidentIll)
Sargent, Akaike. and I had all been working with estimates of lag distributionsgenerated by Fourier techniques which automatically treat past and future sym-metrically. Hannan (1963), when he originally suggested using such estimateshad pointed out that they lent themselves to a test for exogeneity.

In the remainder of the paper we will examine the exogeneity problem as itapplies to aggregate short-run production relations. Tests on quarterly data forU.S. manufacturing show that (I) shipments behaves as exogenous in a distributedlag investment relation; (2) manhours behaves as exogenous in a regressionof current shipments on current manhours, but shipments is not exogenousin a distributed lag regression of manhours on shipments; and (3) factor pricevariables of the type commonly used in previous aggregate factor demand esti-mates are in most cases either insignificant or not exogenous in factor-demandequations.
An empirically relevant, explicitly stochastic theory of factor demand.capable of providing implications as to what should be taken as exogenous, is notdeveloped in this paper. Such a theory would have to be fairly complicated and itwould have to take account of specific characteristics of the data, such as thedegree of aggregation and the kinds of measurement error present. Developingsuch a theoryr rather the separate theories required for each kind of factordemand, each level of aggregation, each definition of "output" and "price"isan important task. The purpose of this paper is to show ho' important the task isby testing the implicit assumptions about exogeneity made in most previous workAfter the empirical results have been presented possible economic explanationsfor them are explored, but this aspect of the paper is meant to be suggestive, notdefinitie
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2. METHODOLOGY OF THIS PAPFR

There is a large existing literature on factor-denuind functions estimated from
time series.3 With rare exceptions, previous time series econometric studies have
treated output as exogenous and enter output with a distributed lag.4 A good
many studies in the literature also use as exogenous some sort of price variable.
Most commonly, the price variable has been cost of capital deflated by output
price or by wage rate. "Cost of capital" has been variously definedit has been
based on long term interest rates or on stock market rates of return and it has
been modified with various degrees of sophistication to take account of tax law
changes. Capacity and cash (low variables have also been used in some studies.

In this paper we look at gross investment, manhours, employment, and hours
as factors, deflated sales as a measure of output, and various measures of price
effects. The variables are all measured in natural logarithms, detrended and
deseasonalized.5 Much previous work has not been formulated with variables
measured in logarithms, but this point ofdifference seems unlikely to be important.6
In all other respects, the model estimated in this paper is more general than those
used in previous work. The lag distributions on output and price are subject only to
one maintained restriction that they become negligibly small after about 12
quarters to either side of zero.' 11' in this general framework, future values of right-
hand-side variables enter with significant coefficients, then aforliori the right-hand.
side variable is not exogenous in more narrowly specified models using, say,
rational or Almon polynomial forms for the lag distribution.

Most of the statistical analysis which went into this paper started from
frequency-domain estimates of the lag distributions. The technique used, the
"Hannan inefficient" procedure, is described by Hannan (1963), (1967), and
Wahba (1969), and in the appendix to this paper. This procedure is, for a single
right-hand-side variable, equivalent asymptotically to generalized least squares.
where the weighting matrix is based on the autocovariance function of the exo-

On investment, central figures have been Jorgenson (1963). (1969) and Eisner (1968). Bisehoff
has an important recent paper in this area (1969). On labor, the seminal econometric work was by
Eckstein and Wilson (1964) and Kuh (1965), who acknowledge in turn the earlier. ess formal, work of
Huhgren (1965). Dhrymes (1969) has an important recent paper in this area. Nadiri and Rosen (1969)
have taken the useful step of estimating labor and capital demand jointly. I attempt nothing like a
complete bibliography here, since something close to that appears as part of Nerlove's Schultz lecture
(1970). soon to be published.

Waud (1968) is one exception. i-Ic aI!ows for cyclical variations in productivity through cyclical
dummies, while suppressing any distributed lag in labor response to output. In unpublished work,
Gould and Waud have taken output as endogenous in an investment model, assuming factor prices and
GNP exogenous.

For most variables, published deseasonalized data were used, though in one equation (noted
below) it was necessary to go hack to the raw data. Detrending was by a preliminary regression of the
logged variables on a linear trend.

' Jorgenson (1967) seems to feet that the distinction between log-linear and linear investment
models is important. This is a matter of personal judgernent until the empirical evidence is in, of course.
Thus it might be that the bad performance of price variables in the models of this paper reflects mis-
specification in the log-linear form. But it is equally possible that the apparent exogeneity of output in
the log-linear model would not carry over to the slightly different models Jorgenson has worked with.

In every estimated model coefficients on lags 9-12 were tested for significance as a group, and in
every ease the null hypothesis that all were zero was accepted. Thus the estimates themselves show rio
conflict with the maintained hypothesis that the lag distribution has become negligibly small by the
12th lag.
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genous variable instead of on the autocovariance function of the residuals8 The
procedure has substantial computational advantaL'cs over least squares regression
especially where several possible lengths of lag distribution are COfltemplited it
also makes seasonal adjustment easy and aulomitticallv takes account of com
cated patterns of serial correlation in residuals in computing test Statistics Both
these latter characteristics are important for this paper because: (a) as I pointed
out earlicr(l97l), seasonal adjustment of dependent and independent variables by
different methods can cause serious bias in distributed lag estimates and Ib) we
will be making tests on groups of coefficients about whose sizes, signs, and inter-
relations we have little a prior: notion, so that unbiased test statistics are a central
concern.

The Hannan inefficient procedure has disadvantages too, however Most
obviously, it is less than fully efficient. Also, it requires relatively long series in
order that it not be contaminated by "end effects." which arise because the method
treats series as infinitely long, either periodic or filled out with zeroes. Lagged
values of exogenous variables at the beginning of the sample are implicitly either
taken as zero or taken as values from the end of the sample. The method also
draws its computational advantages from the assumption of stationarity. Hence
it will fail on data which show very different patterns of variation in different
periods or which have many gaps. And, finally, the method does not allow exact
test statistics, even if normal errors are assumed. All tests must he based on
asymptotic distributions.

Because of these possible probletns with the frequency-domain estimates.
most of the main results of the paper were verified with least squares regression
techniques.

3. RESULTS WITH FACTOR DEMAND RELATEDTO SALES AND PRICES

With one marginal exception, every equation with both sales and price as
independent variables showed either an insignificant price variable or significant
coefficients on future values of price or sales. Experimentation with the form of the
price variable, while considerable, did not cover every formulation which has
appeared in the literature. It was decided not to proceed further with the search
for a valid exogenous price variable, however, because: (a) an explicitly stochastic
approach to the theory of factor demand leads to doubt that any single variable
can summarize the influence of price and (b) the fact that positive results appear in
equations without price variables suggests that such equations have valid in-
terpretations as causal reduced forms even if price is excluded.

Two forms of the cost of capital variables, c, were tried. One was taken from
previous work by Nadiri9 and the other taken from an article by Coen (1968).
Both are based on interest rates (rather than returns on equity) and both use the
standard formula for user cost, as presented in, e.g., Hall and Jorgenson (1967).
Coen, however, corrects for the effects of changes in depreciation guidelines, while

tlannan(19f,3) pointed out theequivalence of hiseltIcient procedure with his inetlicient procedurewhen the residuals and the exogenous sariabI have the same spectral densities. Arnemiya and Fuller
11967) showed the equivalence of the efficient procedure to eneraIi/ed least squares

Supplied to me by Professor Nadir).
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Nadiri's variable reflects no taX changes except the investment tax credit. Coen's
data is annual and extends only through 1966.10

The wage variable is one recently added to the NBER data hank which has
been corrected for interindustry shift and overtime hours eliects.

In equations for labor inputs, the wage-to-c ratio was the price variable For
the gross investment equations. both the c-to-wage ratio and the c-to-output-price
ratio were tried as price variables. Output price was taken as the wholesale price
index for the appropriate industry.

The exception to the pattern of negative results described at the beginning of
this section occurred in the equation explaining investment in non-durable
manufacturing, using the Coen cost of capital deflated by the wholesale price index
for non-durable manufactures. In this equation no coefficients on future values of
sales or c were signifIcant, current and past sales had significant effect and positive
coelilcients, and current and past c had the appropriate predominantly negative
coefficients. The test statistic for the null hypothesis that current and eight past
values of c all have zero coellicients is 13.45 with an asymptotic 2(9) distribution.
This is not quite significant at the 10 percent level (the 0.10 level for 12(9) is 14.68).
However, the first four lagged values of c are significant as a group.

Against this exceptional result we must balance the fact that in the durables
equation for investment the corresponding c variable is quite insignificant and in
the aggregate manufacturing equation it is highly significant but equally so for
past and future values. Furthermore, with the Nadiri c or with wage taking the
place of wholesale prices in deflating c there is no example of an even marginally
significant price effect except where future coeflicients are significant. The conclu-

sion can only be that empirical investigators should in general make tests for

exogeneity before giving causal interpretations to single-equation estimates of

price effects on factor demands.
The poor performance of price variables in the factor demand equations has

a number of possible theoretical explanations, once we admit stochastic compon-
ents into our theory instead of confining them to the "empirical" side of our re-
search. What matters to an investment decision is not the cost of capital services

this year. hut the average cost over the investment's lifetime. This means in the
first place that it is important to distinguish permanent from transistory variations

in the c-to-output-price ratio. Thus if. e.g.. output price regularly shows substantial
quarter-to-quarter or year-to-year fluctuations. it is only reasonable that a change
in the c-to-output-price ratio due to output price change should have a very
different effect on investment in the short run from a similar change due to changes
depreciation rules. A related point is that changes in c (as computed from the
standard formula) of a given magnitude lasting a given time may have different
implications for investment, depending on their source, even if the size and duration
of the change is known exactly. Thus a reduction in c for one year due to a one-year
investment tax credit is not at all the same thing as a one-year reduction due to a

Coen's annual data (actually semiannual for one sear when a mator tax change occurred at

mid-year) was converted to a quarterly basis by simply repeating each observation four times. This of

course introduces a spurious seasonal in the data. However, by the argument in another paper of mine
)l971(. excess seasonal variance ill an independent variable has the effect of "deseasonalizing" the
estimated lag distribution, so unless the true lag distribution has a seasonal pattern, the resulting bias

should not be large.
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one-year drop in the corporate income tax rate. The reason is thaI the standard
formula, which spreads tax changes and credits smoothly over an investnlerit's
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The above argument does not apply to demand for labor, except nsolar as

labor behaves like a capital good. Both labor and capital equations, though. are
subject to a variant of the classical son of identification problem for a demand
equation. In static competitive theory it is sometimes approprhite In take factor
prices as determined outside any single indi.ixtry In empirical work, the same kind
of reasoning may justify using prices as exogenous variables in cross-sectional or
long run historical studies. But ii' quarterly time series analysis a considerable
portion of variance in factor demands is likely to be cyclical, and hence will
correspond to cyclical variation in factor prices. Unless industry-specific patterns
of variation in factor demand dominate the dependent variable, the fact that
analysis is at an industry level does not make it legitimate to ignore classical
identification problems.''

4. Rnsuis WITH FACTOR D1IANI) REI.ATI]) TO SAI.ES AioN1

In comparison to the results for the price variables, results with sales alone
as explanatory variable are clear cut. In the equations for gross investment, sales
behaves like an exogenous variable. Chart I displays lag distributions for gross
investment on sales for aggregate manufacturing and the two suhaggregates. In
all three lag distributions, coefficients on future sales (the coefficients with negative
time index) are noticeably smaller than those on current and past sales, and the
tests shown in Table 1 confirm that in each distribution, coefficients on the first
four negative lags are insignificant as a group.'2

TABLE I
TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF GROUPS OF CoEFFIcIENTS, INVESTMENT o S.si is Rw;iossio,.s

Note: Frequency domain statistics have oniy asymptotic justification. Sample period for ircqueiic
domain. 1947 1-1970 IV, for least squares. 1949 111-1969 IV. Sec Appendix for data sources and
defl iii tions.

* Significant at 0.05 level.

It is Interesting to speculate on why the identification problem has so seldom received ecn
passing mention in aggregative insestment and labor demand studies. One possibility is that thc
Brookings Model, which provided the contest for much of the early work on both these two problems.
encouraged researchers to pass the buck on identification to a hypothetical future "system estimate'
of the model. Of course the model in the end has become so large that the usual methods of equation
system estimation, which assume that the number of observations is large relative to the number of
variables, have no rat jonale.

2 Though the test statisticscitcd hereand in what followsare for the first four negatise lag,atid for
the zero'ih through eighth non-negative lags, tests were actually computed in each instance kr co-
efficients on lags to 6. - Ito 8. I tot. 1 to 12. I 104, and 9 to 12 as well, In no case 'aould
conclusions have been altered by explicit consideration of these other statistics.
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Coefficients which are
Zero under Null

Hypothesis Manufacturing Ditrables Non-durables

Four future frequency-
domain 2)4) = 3.86 y)4) = il3 12141 =

Four future least squares F(4. 67) = 0.83 Ff4. 67) = 008 1)4. 67 = I .68
Current and 8 past

frequency doma!n 12(9) = 439* 1191 = 38.03* y2(9) = 4Sf'
Current and 8 past.

least squares F(9. 71) = 4.97 F(9. 71) = 2.71* F)9. 71) = 49V
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It is worthwhile to note from Chart II and Table 2 that future coeflicients areindeed significant as a group in the reversed relationship with sales regressed oninvestment This latter result is not a necessary consequence of the first result.It is possible to have a system in which distributed lag regressions in both directionsyield zero coefficients on negative lags. Had our results been consistent with
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TABLE 2

TEsts FOR SIGNIFtrAN(E OF GRoUPS OF CounetliN IS SAILS (IN IN1VLSIMI:Ni

Cofliient'. whtch are
Zero under N nil

H ypothess Manufacturing l)urahtes Non-durabtes

lOUF future, frequency-

Note: See note to Table 1.
Signilicaut at 0.10 level.

t Signi)Ica nt at 0.05 level.

investment and sales being such a system, it would not have been appropriate to
conclude that the results support a causal interpretation of the investment on
sales relation.'3

In Charts I and II and Tables 1 and 2. results for both the frequency-domain
and time-domain (least-squares) estimates are displayed. In all the remaining
results, only frequency-domain estimates arc displayed because they all followed
the pattern of close agreement between the two types of estimate shown by the
durables and total manufacturing data in Charts I and II. The sharp divergence
between the two types of estimate which appears in the non-durable investment
equation was unique. The divergence apparently stems from strong non-
stationarity in the investment series, so in this case the least-squares results are
probably more reliable than the frequency-domain estimates.

For the least-squares estimates, the sample was split and tested for significant
changes in coefficients between earlier and later halves. These test statistics are
shown in Table 3, where it can be seen that no significant shifts appear. However, a

TABLE 3

TESTS FOR DIFFERENCL'.S IN COEFFIcIENTs, 1949 111-1959 III vs. 1959 IVI969 IV. ros lNvIsniFNr
AND SALES REGRESsIoNs

Note: See note to lable I. For the investment on sales tests. the tested equation includes only the
current and eight past age. For sales on investment, four future lags were included as well. Test applies
to all coefficients in regression, including constant and trend term. Null hypothesis is that all coefficients
are the same in the Iwo subperiods.

* Signilicant at 0.10 level.

For a more c' tensise discussion of the various special cases in which a regression might pass the
test for exogeneity on the independent variable applied in this paper even though the regression did not
in fact represent a causal relation, see my earlier paper (1971).
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dOfll'(lIl = 3575f /2(41 = 6.22 j2(4) = 44Olt
tour future least squares F)4,67) = 3.5 It F14, 67) = 1.23 E(4,67) =
Current and 8 past

frequency domain /2)9) = 27.541' ,2)9) = l6.04 y2(9) = I6.35
Current and 8 past.

least squares F(9.71) = 2.SOf F(9, 71) = 4.86t FP).7l) = 1.69

Manufacturing l)urables Nondurables

Investment on sales F)ll, 60) = 0.59 F) 11.60) = 0.64 F(ll,60) = 0.77
Sales on investment F(l5. 52) = 0.70 FItS. 52) = 1.70' fllS.52) = 0.31
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TARLI 4
EsrisiAlir) LM; DIs1kJfl1jNs tok INvEsrfI:Nr ON S&t is

Note: See note to Table I. Except for r:ght-han&I.tiis column, all these lag distrihu-uons are Iront trequency-dcmain estimates

qualification to all the results reported in this Section is that the standard errorof the residuals declines by a factor of approximately two between the earlier andlater portions of the sample. The elects of this heteroskedasticity on the teststatistics are hard to judge. Probably there is no general bias, but probably nullhypotheses are too easily rejected (degrees of freedom in the regressions areexaggerated)

The estimated lag distributions for investment on sales (see Table 4) accordwith the theory of a distributed Jag accelerator. Coefficients are positive, and of theright order of magnitude. The fact that for the two well-determined distributions.total manufacturing and durables, the sum of coefficients over lags 0 through 8 isclose to two and significantly greater than one might seem surprising. However,the really long run elect of output growth on gross investment works entirelythrough depreciation It seems reasonable that for the first two years output in-creases induce more than
proportionate increases in gross investment and thatthe negative coefficients which bring the total effect hack to unity are so spreadout over a long tail to the lag distribution that they do not show up as significantin these estimates These results differ from those of some previous investigatorsin finding that the largest individual coefficients are on the zero'th or first orderlags, and that the entire positive effect of sales appCars spent within five quarters.Labor demand functions also give relatively clear-cut results, but here thepattern is less comforting in its implications about previous research. Chart IIIdisplays lag distributions for manhours of production workers regressed on
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deflated sates. For all three industries, the largest coefficient is at zero and some
tendency for coefficients on the past to he larger does appear. However, the tests
reported in Table 5 show thai the first four future coefficients arc signifIcant as a
group in the total manufacturing and durable goods regressions. Turning to
Chart IV. we see that breaking manhours into its work-week and employment
components does not improve the shape of the lag distributions much, and the
testsin l'ahlc 5 verily that these scparateequationsalso showsigniticant coefficients
on negative lags. Furthermore, the employment on sales regression is unique
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among the relations presented in this paper with any a priori or exposi claini tobeing causal, in that it showed a highly significint change in coefficients betweenthe earlier and later halves of the sample. (This test was made using time-domainestimates, but for the full sample time-donajn and frequencydomaj0 estimateswere, as already noted, in very close agreement.)
We could stop here, noting that employment demand functions which treatsales as exogenous appear to be unjustifiable were it not that the reversed regres-sions of sales on labor inputs show an Unexpected pattern. In no case could signifi-cant groups of future coefficients be found in the sales on labor regressions. And



TABLE 5

Ttsis 10K SIGNIFICANrI: or (ipoutS or ('wo-IctiN Is, LAIIOR \'ARIAIII.I.s
o' SAI.I:S RI;RIsioNs

CoetlIcients which are
Zero under Null

hypothesis Manufacturing 1)urahies Nondurables

Four future:
Manhours on sales SI .23 2461 322
Employment on

sales SAlt
Workweek on sales 26.97*
Current mu! eight

post:
Manhours on sales 88.28* 550.23* 60.77
Employment on

sales 297.44*
Workweek on sales 127.21 *

Note: See note to Table I. Statistics shown have asymptotic chi
squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal to numhcr of codli-
eients in group being tested.

* Significant at 0.05 level.
t Significant at 0.10 leve!.

the reversed regression of sales on employment does not show a significant time-
shift. Lag distributions for the relevant regressions appear in Charts V and VI
and test results are in Table 6.

if inventory holding costs are high. there is no difficulty in explaining how
sales could be determined by labor input. With high inventory costs, producers
will use price and promotion to insure that sales and production remain in close
correspondence. Deviations of sales from production might then be dominated
by overshoots in marketing effort rather than by demand shifts. Hence the devia-
tions between sales and production would not feed back into production decisions.
If labor inputs and production are in very dose correspondence in the short run,
labor would be exogenous to sales.'4 The essential parts of this argument are
(a) that deviations of sales from production might not carry any information about
demand shifts and (b) that labor inputs and production might correspond with
very small error in the short run. Thus measurement error in sales, large relative
to that in labor input, could also explain the results.

But, if sales contains a substantial component of noise variance, unrelated
to demand shifts, why does sales appear as exogenous in the investment demand
equation? One plausible answer is that, because the standard errors on the labor
equations are smaller, the effect of the errors in the sales variable simply fails to
show up significantly in the investment equations. Sales, though an imperfect
measure of demand shifts, is good enough to behave very well in an investment
equation. lithe proposed explanation for the exogeneity of labor with respect to
sales is cortect, manhours should also be exogenous to investment. Some pre-

' By "close correspondence" is meant a relationship which leaves small residual error, though it
may involve a lag distribution.
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Sec note 10 Table 5.
Significant at 0.05 level .Satistics not so marked are not s!gnificanl

even at 0.10 lel.

lirninary experiments with manhours and investment for total manufacturingsuggest that this is indeed the case.

5. A REMARK ON SEASONALITY

As I argued at some length in the earlier paper (1971). work with seasonallyadjusted data in distributed Jag estimation has some pitfalls. Most seasonal
adjustment procedures used for published data allow the season pattern to shiftin time, with the rate o shift flexible, depending on the particular series beingadjusted, In the frequency domain, seasonal adjustment can be thought of asmultiplication by a function which has the value one exrnr near asonal fre-quencies. If the seasonal pattern is not allowed to change in time, then the fre-qucncy_domjjn adjustment function will have a very narrow dip in absolutevalue near the seasonal frequencies. The more rapidly the adjustment procedureallows the seasonal pattern to change, the broader will be the dips near seasonalfrequencies. It is not hard to show that this means that when the dependent variablehas had a slowlychanging seasonal component extracted from it and the indepen-dent variable has had rapid1y-cInging seasonal component extracted from it.the estimated lag distribution will have a spurious pattern of seasonal variation.In the initial round of estimates, there was one exception to the pattern ofexogenous labor in the labor equations. Chart VII shows the estimated distribu-tions for total manufacturing manhours on sales and sales on manhours with thepublished seasonally adjusted data. For these estimates, future coefiucients weresignificant in the manhours on sales regression but also marginally significantfor the sales on manhours regression. However note that in the sales on manhoursregression a sharp seasonal pattern appears: except for the large positive coelllcientat zero, the distribution would be three rounded humps, with sharp dips at lags
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4, 4, 8, and (presumably) zero. This makes it almost certain that aggregate
manhours has been more rigidly deseasonalized than aggregate sales. and this
regression was therefore re-estimated using data adjusted by a known procedure.
no more rigid for dependent than for independent variable. The procedure actually
used is described in the appendix. In extensive use of this procedure with other
data, I have found that, except where a spurious seasonal appears in the lag
distribution estimated from the published deseasonalized data, the method usually
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0 /
yields results alniost identical to those obtained with published seasonall adjUstdata.

As can he seen by comparing Chart VII with Charts Ill tIRI V. USC of Con-sistcntI adtusted data has the expected cflect of fCi11O' ing the Seasonal patternfrom the sales on manhours rcgressii.1i estimates. ihe flatter lag distrihtiti0obtained with the consistently adjusted data for manhours On sales would heexpected if manhours not only were more flexibly deseasonalj/e(l
than Sales, hutretained relatively more residual power at the seasonal than safes
In terms of thefrequency doniain, the latter result suggests that the official procedures multiplymanhours by a function which has a broad dip near seasonal

frequencies but withthe dip not approaching zero as nearly as the corresponding dip for sales adjust.ment. Since the manhours series is obtained from separately adjusted e11]ployzieand hours series, such "imperfect'' seasonal adjustment seems not at all unlikely.

6. CONCI.USION

We can recapitulate this paper's results in order oi increasing deLlree ofconflict with the assumptions of past research. First, the practice of treating salesor output as exogenous in time series estimates of distributed lag acceleratormodels of investment has been confirmed as reasonable Second doubts havebeen raised about the practice of treating factor-price variables as exogenous infactor-demand equations, at least at this level of aggregation, At the very least,estimates of price efi'ects shoti Id be accompanied by tests of the exogeneity assump-tion. Third. the practice of treating sales as exogenous in labor demand functionshas been strongly rejected. There is evidence that a better approach to finding theshort-run relation between labor inputs and output is to estimate short-runsingle-factor "production functions," in which labor input variables are treatedas exogenous,

L' lllrer,sjj V 0/ Mi.wtesota
A PPENJ)tX

Es,i,nwjo,, Met/rods

The frequency domain estimation method applied in this study is t-lannan'sinefficient procedure, as described in, e.g., \Vah ba (1969;. This method takes theestimated lag distribution for regressed on x as the inverse Fourier transformof S 'S, where S is a consistent estimate of the cross-spectral density ole andx and S is a consistent estimate of the spectral density matrix ofx. These estimateshave (under certain conditions on the lag distribution, the autocovariance functionfor x and v, and the choice of estimator for S and S) an asYmptotically normaldistribution with autocovarjince function given by the inverse Fourier transformof(l/T)s; 'Sn. where S is the spectral density of the regression residual and Tissample size.

The Hannan ineffIcient estimator has the great advantage that the estimatefor an individual coefficient is independent of how ma,i other lagged values areincluded in the regressioii Thus there is no need for repeating the estimationprocedure several times when the length of the lag distribution is not well-deter-mined a priori. The method also can save absolutely on computation time, evenfora single regression estimate, because it exploits the fact that the sample variance-
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covariance matrix of lagged values of a single variable in stationary time senes
data will be roughly constant along diagonals.

In work for this paper, the frequency-domain manipulations were accom-
plished with the program SPECTRE (available from NBER, written in IBM 360/65
Fortran IV) which is a Fast Fourier transform subroutine surrounded by pro-
visions for input-output and complex arithmetic. Data series were initially Fourier
transformed, with the transforms calculated at 2' > Tpoints. Spectral density and
cross-spectral densities were estimated directly by smoothing the periodograms
with a square. or Danie!l. window. Seasonal adjustment, when necessary, was
accomplished by setting to zero the components of the periodogram and cross-
periodogram within some band about the seasonal frequencies. This of course
leads to some bias toward zero in the smoothed spectral and cross-spectral
estimates, but since the bias occurs in a similar way for both the spectrum and the
cross-spectrum, the bias tends to cancel out in the estimates of the lag distribution.

Tests on groups of coefficients from the frequency-domain estimates were
accomplished bs' using the fact that for a normal vector x with mean zero and
variancecovariance matrix W, xW tx is chi-squared with degrees of freedom
equal to the order of W Since the frequency-domain estimates are asymptotically
normal and we can estimate their autocovariance properties. asymptotically chi-
squared test statistics can he directly computed. An auxiliary program was used
to do this on an IBM 1130.

As noted in the test. most of the frequency-domain estimates involving a
single independent variable were verified using time domain least squares esti-

mates. In these estimates the logged data were filtered so that each variable y
was replaced by Y(t) = v(t) - ant 1) + hy(: - 2). In all cases but one, the
initial choice of a = 1.5, b = 0.5625 sufficed to remove gross evidence of serial
correlation in the residuals. In the case of the non-durable investment equation.
a choice of a = 1 .2, b = 0.36 proved necessary in order to avoid negative serial
correlation. All regressions included trend term and a constant.

2. Definitions of Variables and Data Sources

All data except those for c came directly from the NBER data bank. Original
sources are given below. Investment: New plant and equipment expenditures.

d quarterly, seasonally adjusted (from the Surrey of Current Business) deflated by

the implicit price deflator for nonresidential fixed investment in the GNP accounts.
Employment: Employment of production workers, seasonally adjusted

ii monthly data aggregated to quarterly (from Business Statistics and Employment

iii and Earnings).

is Workweek : Average weekly hours of production workers,seasonally adjusted

monthly data aggregated to quarterly (from Business Statistics and Emplovineni

and Earnings).

re Manhours: Product of preceding two variables.
Sales: Manufacturing shipments (from Business Statistics and Current

r- Industrial Reports. Series M3-I, Manufacturers Shipments, Inrentories, and Orders)

deflated by wholesale price index for manufacturing (from unpublished source,

C- but available on NBER data bank).
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c: 'I he Nadtri u was obtained direcil from him and has been used by hintin recent work on factor demands. The ('oen c came lrom his paper (I 96), p 205Nadiri uses a long-term government bond rate as he base for user Cost, Coen theAAA bond yield. Nadiri adjusts tor the lnvestnieiit ta credit in 962 and l)63hut iiiakes no adjustments for the I 94 and mid- 1962 changes in (Ieprecjatjctntuidelincs, C'oen does adjust for changes in depreciation guidelines As tI(fled inthe text, the Coen series is shorter titan the sample used in the regressio,ç in thispapet not using the Coen series, and Was crudely converted to a quarterly basisfor the purposes of this paper.
Wage: Seasonally adtisted wage for manufacturing production workersadjusted for overtinle hours and interindustry shifts (available on NBER data

hank. Original source in part BLS publications, though hack data for seasonaiI'adjusted series is as vet tinpublished).
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